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Some conceptual aircraft with wing tip propellers



Vortices are harder to generate, also once generated it is very hard to destroy.
In this case we are not destroying the vorticity completely, but we talk about
an attempt to attenuate the vortex especially trailing vortex from the wing.
One such method is employing wing tip propellers.

Introduction:

In the present study, attenuation of a vortex of arbitrary strength by means of

another vortex of opposite spin is investigated.

Representation of a pair of coaxial counter 

rotating vortices



Benefits of employing wingtip propellers:

➢ Benefit of Reduced induced drag on counter vortex rotation of the

propeller.

➢ Benefit of utilising the induced drag increase at the time of approach

and landing on co vortex rotation of the propeller.

➢ Better roll control.

Note: All these can be achieved by not adding any extra weight to the 

aircraft, but by changing the placement of the propellers



Computational layout for a simple demonstration of vortex attenuation

AOA = -100 AOA = 70

A simple demonstration of vortex attenuation:

In this demonstration, two wings with NACA 0012 airfoil sections with 1.5 m span and

0.3m chord were placed as shown below. The upstream wing is at an AOA of -100 and the

downstream wing is at an AOA of 70, such that the tip vortices from those wings have

opposite spin. RANS simulation with SA turbulence model was carried out in SU2 open

source CFD tool with symmetry wall boundary condition. For better comparison, simulation

of only one wing at an AOA of 70 was also performed.



Coefficient of Pressure contours

Wing at AOA 70 Upstream Wing at AOA -100 and 

Downstream Wing at AOA 70



Formation of the secondary vortex on the suction 

surface of the wing

Velocity vectors at the tip of downstream wing:



Secondary vortex convecting downstream along with the 

primary wing tip vortex of the second wing



Comparison of iso contours  of  Q-criterion of two wing vortex cancellation simulation and only one wing, shows 
the attenuation of tip vortex in the two wing configuration.

Iso contours of Q-criterion:

Wing at AOA 70 Upstream Wing at AOA -100 and 

Downstream Wing at AOA 70



Iso contours of Vorticity magnitude:

Wing at AOA 70
Downstream Wing at AOA  70 , in the 

presence of an upstream wing at AOA -100

Comparison of iso contours  of  vorticity magnitude of two wing vortex cancellation simulation and only one 
wing



Coefficient of pressure contours with velocity vectors one 
span downstream of the wing(one wing case) 

Coefficient of pressure contours with velocity vectors one 
span downstream of the second wing(two wing case)

Pressure recovery downstream the wing (Cp contours) :

One wing simulation Two wing simulation





Studies in literature (Experiments):

Ref: “Wingtip-Mounted Propellers: Aerodynamic Analysis of Interaction Effects and Comparison with Conventional Layout,”  

Tomas Sinnige, Journal of Aircraft, Vol 56., No.1, Jan – Feb 2019.

A drastic drag reduction around 5 – 20% is seen when wing tip propellers are used. Also, as 

the thrust increases, the drag reduction also increases.



Results (wing – propeller interaction):

For conducting studies on wing – propeller interaction, a wing with NACA 23018

section at root (0.3652m chord) and NACA 23015 section at the tip (0.24765m chord)

and a span of 1.2225m was chosen. The propeller diameter chosen is 0.381m. RANS

simulation with S-A turbulence model was carried out at a Reynolds number of 1.2

x 106 using SU2 open source CFD tool with symmetry wall boundary condition. The

propeller was modelled with BEM where propeller geometry and airfoil characteristics

at different sections has to be given a priori. A coupled blade element method

solver was used for carrying out the wing – propeller interaction studies.

Basic Wing



Configurations studied:

1. Wing, disk at 0.5 span rotating in the direction of wingtip vortex (co –vortex)
2. Wing, disk at 0.5 span rotating in the opposite direction of wingtip vortex (counter – vortex)
3. Wing, disk at tip rotating in the direction of wingtip vortex (co – vortex)
4. Wing, disk at tip rotating in the opposite direction of wingtip vortex (counter – vortex)

Wing with disk at 0.5 span, stream lines 

shown through the disk

Wing with disk at tip, stream lines shown 

through the disk

Results (wing – propeller interaction):



Iso contours of Magnitude of vorticity coloured with 

coefficient of pressure at 00 AOA.

Iso contours of Magnitude of vorticity coloured with 

coefficient of pressure at 00 AOA

Configuration Rotation Direction CL(wing) CD(wing)

Basic wing -NA- 0.0915 0.0109

Wing + disk Co-vortex 0.0881 0.0154

Wing + disk Counter - vortex 0.0952 0.0149

Disk at half span of the wing, AOA = 0 degrees– iso contours of vorticity magnitude

Co – vortex rotation Counter – vortex rotation



Iso contours of Magnitude of vorticity coloured with 

coefficient of pressure at 50 AOA.

Iso contours of Magnitude of vorticity coloured with 

coefficient of pressure at 50 AOA.

Configuration Rotation 

Direction

CL(wing) CD(wing)

Basic wing -NA- 0.4782 0.0221

Wing + disk Co-vortex 0.4891 0.0263

Wing + disk Counter - vortex 0.5301 0.0249

Disk at tip of the wing, AOA = 5 degrees– iso contours of vorticity magnitude

Co – vortex rotation Counter – vortex rotation



Comparison of different configurations at AOA = 5 degrees

Wing, Disk at 0.5 span, 

counter - vortex rotation
Wing, Disk at tip, 

co - vortex rotation

Wing, Disk at tip, 

counter - vortex rotation

CL(wing) CD(wing)

0.4681 0.02835

CL(wing) CD(wing)

0.4891 0.0263

CL(wing) CD(wing)

0.5301 0.0249



Coefficient of pressure contours one span downstream 

from the leading edge, propeller rotating co – vortex 

direction.

Coefficient of pressure contours one span downstream 

from the leading edge, propeller rotating counter – vortex 

direction.

Pressure recovery downstream the wing (Cp contours):

Co – vortex rotation Counter – vortex rotation



Difficulties in numerical simulations of propeller flows:

➢ Rotating parts are involved. So, numerical simulations are complex.

➢ Vortex generation and vortex transport

➢ Simulations become more complex when multiple propellers are 
used.



1. Actual propeller simulations using rotating frame and sliding mesh interface
2. Wing – propeller simulations using sliding mesh interface
3. Multiple propeller interactions using BEM

Trial unsteady simulation of a 3 bladed propeller without hub using sliding 

mesh interface technique. Mach contours are shown in the figure.

Work in progress / future plans:



• Attenuation of a vortex is possible by making use of the coaxial counter rotating

vortex pair .

• This concept can be used in aircrafts to reduce the induced drag which is mainly

because of the vortices from the wing tip.

• A small demonstration of vortex attenuation is performed to understand the

concept, also some simulations were performed to know about the vortical

structures arising out when wing tip propellers are used.

• The counter vortex rotation of the propeller is the most beneficial configuration at

the wing tips. This reduces the wing drag by wing tip vortex attenuation.

Conclusion:



Questions in mind:

• What effect does vortex(blade tip vortex) – vortex(wing tip vortex) 
interaction have?

• When multiple propellers are distributed along the span, what about 
wing loading?
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